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Several fundamental concepts of developmental biology
have emerged from studies on the early development of
the Drosophila melanogaster embryo. In the late 1980s,
studies on Bicoid provided the first solid experimental
evidence for the existence of morphogenetic gradients
and their implication in axial patterning. Bicoid has since
stimulated further research, bringing together develop-
mental and cell biologists, physicists and theoreticians to
address fundamental biological questions. These include
mechanistic aspects of transcriptional and translational
control, molecular and functional aspects of evolution
and, more recently with the development of quantitative
approaches, the robustness of axial patterning in a
systems biology view. However, recent studies provide
data which lead to contradictory interpretations. Here,
we discuss these recent observations, highlighting the
data helping to understand how anterior patterning is
achieved under the control of Bicoid and point to novel
challenges for future studies.
Introduction
The bicoid (bcd) gene was initially identified in a screen for
maternal genes involved in the development of the ante-
rior-posterior axis of the Drosophila embryo. As embryos
from bcd mutant females did not develop anterior structures
[1] and as injections of the bcd RNA were able to induce the
development of anterior structures at ectopic sites [2], bcd
appeared both necessary and sufficient for anterior
patterning. The Bicoid (Bcd) protein was shown to be ex-
pressed in a concentration gradient with the highest Bcd
concentration at the anterior end of the embryo and
decreasing towards the posterior [3]. Moreover, Bcd is able
to determine distinct cell fates in a dose-dependent manner
[4]. Bcd thus represented the first solid instance of a morpho-
genetic gradient essential for the development of a polarized
axis in an organism (Box 1). At the molecular level, the Bcd
protein was shown to possess two very different activities,
both contributing to anterior-posterior patterning. First,
Bcd is a homeo-domain containing transcription factor
able to activate [5,6], in synergy with the zinc finger protein
Hunchback (Hb) [7], many target genes essential for anterior
patterning. Second, Bcd was also shown to bind RNA
through its homeo-domain and to down-regulate the transla-
tion of maternal Caudal [8,9], a protein involved in the tran-
scriptional control of posterior development [10,11].
Despite its key role in anterior patterning in the fruit fly, the
Bcd protein is surprisingly poorly conserved during evolu-
tion. Search for sequence conservation indicates that the
bcd gene is a recent acquisition in long-germ dipterans
and arises from a duplication of the Hox3 homologue zer-
knu¨llt [12]. This lack of evolutionary conservation is particu-
larly striking, when compared to the other maternal determi-
nants, Hb or Caudal, which are dispensable for anterior-
posterior patterning in the fruit fly but more conserved thanInstitut Curie, Centre de Recherche, and CNRS, UMR218, Paris,
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synergy between maternal Hb and Bcd, it was first proposed
that Hb was the ancestral anterior morphogen progressively
replaced by the newly acquired Bcd in long-germ dipterans
[7]. Recently, the search for anterior-posterior patterning
factors in related species, with no bcd-like sequences but
in which hunchback is conserved, shed light on how the
bcd gene could have emerged during evolution. In the flour
beetle Tribolium and in the long-germ wasp Nasonia, ante-
rior patterning was shown to be controlled by Hb and
another homeo-domain containing protein with the same
DNA-binding specificity as Bcd, Orthodenticle (Otd) [14,15].
In the hover fly Episyrphus, a long-germ dipteran where no
bcd gene has yet been identified, a maternal posterior
gradient of the Caudal homolog is essential for posterior
development. In this species, anterior patterning involves
two distinct factors: a first factor, required for transcriptional
control of most anterior zygotic genes, which are under Bcd
control in the fruit fly, and a second one, mostly mediating
the translational down-regulation of Caudal [16]. None of
these factors has yet been identified but it has been pro-
posed that these two functions were taken over by a single
gene with the emergence of bcd in related species [16].
In parallel to the evolutionary interest in Bcd, this simple
system has recently become approachable to multi-scale
quantitative biology in 4D, owing to the development of
in situ cytochemistry and live cell imaging. In this minireview,
we will discuss how these recent developments help to
understand the function of the Bcd morphogen with partic-
ular emphasis on the questions concerning the establish-
ment and precision of its concentration gradient, the preci-
sion of its transcriptional response and how this response
could, in conjunction with other factors, lead to robust
patterning along the axis.
Precision of the Bicoid Concentration Gradient
The early development of the Drosophila embryo takes place
in a syncytium, a single cell in which nuclei divide rapidly thir-
teen times without cytokinesis. When the Bcd protein
gradient was first discovered, the syncytial nature of the
embryo provided an obvious cellular context to explain
how the gradient could be formed [3]. The bcd mRNA was
shown to be transcribed maternally during oogenesis and
anchored at the anterior pole of the oocyte [17] through
a process involving its 30 untranslated region (UTR) and the
maternal proteins, Exuperentia, Swallow and Staufen [18].
Translation of Bcd was shown to be activated upon egg-
laying [3] but, unlike its mRNA, the protein was presumably
free to diffuse along the anterior-posterior axis (Figure 1A,B).
The establishment of the Bcd gradient was proposed to
occur by passive diffusion of the protein in the syncytium
away from its localized source [3] according to the
‘Synthesis-Diffusion-Degradation’ model [19]. This model
assumes that the morphogen is synthesized at a constant
rate at the anterior pole, that it freely diffuses along the AP
axis and that it is uniformly degraded across the embryo.
The first doubts concerning the formation of the Bcd
gradient were raised in 2002, with attempts to precisely quan-
tify Bcd concentration along the anterior-posterior axis [20].
The degree of fluctuation in Bcd concentration was com-
pared among several embryos, in order to understand how,
despite naturally occurring variation in the overall length of
Box 1
Morphogen gradients.
Morphogen gradients are used by various organisms to establish polarity along embryonic axes or within organ systems. In these systems,
positional information is provided by the concentration of the morphogen which is detected by each cell in the target tissue and which gives
rise to differential expression of the various target genes responsible for the determination of cell identities. Although the critical role of
morphogens in axial patterning is now well established, important mechanistic questions concerning their mode of action remain
unanswered: how do morphogens become gradually distributed in a field of cells; how are they able to differentially control the expression of
different target genes at different threshold levels; and finally to what extent do they contribute, directly or through the activity of their target
genes products, to the precision of patterning. The Drosophila transcription factor Bicoid was the first morphogen identified and it has since
been used as a model to address these questions.
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ducibly positioned target gene expression patterns [20].
Using fluorescent immuno-detection, it was observed that
the Bcd gradient was rather variable among embryos [20].
This variability stood in contrast to the response to the
gradient which appeared to be scaled with the embryo size,
when deduced from expression of Bcd’s principal target
gene hb. It was proposed that the variability of the Bcd
gradient must be filtered to produce such a precise output
[20]. As the size of the Hb expression domain was more vari-
able in genetic backgrounds mutant for staufen which did not
apparently modify the variability of the Bcd gradient, Staufen
was proposed to be part of this filter [20].
However, the variability of the Bcd gradient was subse-
quently questioned with the use of synthetic reporters and
gradients of Gal4-derived transcription factors artificially
expressed in the embryo (Figure 2) [21]. These artificial tran-
scription factor gradients produced a precise transcriptional
response, indicating that such a precise read-out could be
obtained from anterior gradients of bona fide transcription
factors and that the precision of the Bcd response only
requires Bcd’s ability to activate transcription [21]. The
expression of these reporters was also less precise in the
staufen mutant background [21], indicating that the putative
filter [20], transforming the fluctuating Bcd input into a precise
output, was acting upstream or at the level of the transcrip-
tion process [21]. Finally, recent quantifications using fluo-
rescently-tagged Bcd avoiding immuno-detection showed
that the Bcd gradient profiles were in fact highly reproducible
among embryos and scaled with embryo size, with a vari-
ability of only 2–3% along the egg length [22]. The precision
of the Bcd gradient was subsequently confirmed using im-
muno-detection and careful normalization procedure to
quantify Bcd [22,23]. The variability of the Bcd gradient was
shown to be higher in the staufen mutant background, indi-
cating that the variability of the response in this genetic back-
ground was a direct consequence of the variability of the
gradient [23]. Altogether, these recent studies clearly indi-
cate that the Bcd gradient is precisely established in no
more than 90 minutes and that it scales with embryo length.
Interestingly, longer embryos express slightly higher levels
of Bcd than shorter embryos [23]. The molecular mechanism
allowing the precise control of Bcd concentration levels in
correlation with embryo size is likely to be established mater-
nally [24] but has yet to be elucidated.
Establishment of the Bicoid Gradient
Given the syncytial nature of the Drosophila embryo, the
simplest and most widely considered model for theestablishment of the Bcd gradient is by far the simple diffu-
sion or Synthesis-Diffusion-Degradation model relying on
free diffusion of the protein from the anterior pole. Given
the stable establishment of the gradient in 90 minutes
observed with the fluorescently-tagged versions of Bcd
[22] and the average exponential decay length of the gradient
along the axis, a simple prediction from the Synthesis-Diffu-
sion-Degradation model is that the Bcd protein should
diffuse throughout the embryo with a diffusion constant
larger than 2 mm2/s. Fluorescently-tagged gradients of Bcd
[22] offer the possibility to directly observe their formation
in live embryos and measure the mobility of the protein to
directly test the Synthesis-Diffusion-Degradation model.
These observations showed that Bcd concentration is
remarkably constant in interphase nuclei, at a given position
along the anterior-posterior axis from nuclear cycle 10 to 14
[22]. This suggests that the gradient is steadily established in
the cytoplasm and that a precise nucleo-cytoplasmic ratio of
Bcd is recovered after each mitosis. The identification of the
molecular effectors of this process will allow the determina-
tion of whether it is resulting from protein retention in nuclear
traps [25] or from a tightly regulated nuclear import of Bcd,
which is acting both as a transcription factor in the nucleus
and as a translational regulator in cytoplasm. Measurements
of Bcd mobility using fluorescence recovery after photo-
bleaching (FRAP) returned a value for the diffusion coeffi-
cient of Bcd that was one to two orders of magnitude too
low to explain the rapid establishment of the gradient by
simple diffusion [22]. As this observation is quite surprising,
it is important to keep in mind several reasons arguing that
the Bcd protein could move faster than observed by FRAP:
first, inert fluorescent molecules of a similar size as Bcd
are much more mobile than Bcd in the embryo [26]; second,
the FRAP experiments [22] provided an estimate of the
diffusion coefficient at the scale of the size of the bleached
volume (w1 mm). They did not directly address the question
of the Bcd diffusion at the scale of the whole embryo and it
is also possible that Bcd moves faster in the center of the
egg, where the fluorescent proteins are more difficult to visu-
alize than in the cortical cytoplasm; third, FRAP requires that
the photobleaching pulse is short enough to ensure that the
movements of molecules during the pulse are negligible. As
technically there is a lower limit for reducing the duration of
the pulse, FRAP is not always adapted for fast moving mole-
cules [27]. Therefore, before abandoning the simple diffusion
model to explain the formation of the Bcd gradient, it is
essential to confirm the observed slow diffusion of Bcd using
alternative quantitative approaches of live-cell imaging, such
as those provided by engineered photoactivatable proteins
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Figure 1. The Bicoid morphogen in the
Drosophila blastoderm embryo.
(A) The maternal bcd RNA, detected by in situ
hybridization, is anchored at the anterior pole
through its 30UTR. (B) Translation of the Bcd
protein is induced upon egg laying and this
gives rise to a concentration gradient re-
vealed by immuno-detection. The Bcd protein
contains a homeodomain (HD) allowing its
binding to nucleic acids and several domains
involved in transcriptional activation or
repression (HP, ST, Q, A and C). (C–E) The
Bcd morphogen activates directly the expres-
sion of its target genes, orthodenticle (otd),
hunchback (hb), and kru¨ppel (kr) in distinct
domains, revealed by in situ hybridization. In
contrast to the shallow gradient of the Bcd
protein, target gene expression domains are
limited by sharp and precisely positioned
posterior borders. According to the French
Flag model, each target gene is expressed
for concentrations of Bcd (dotted line) above
a specific threshold. Figure adapted from [21].
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priate than FRAP to detect rapidly moving proteins and
recently used to analyze the diffusion of the Fgf8 morphogen
gradient in zebrafish embryos [29].
If true, the surprising low mobility of the Bcd protein in the
embryo is not compatible with the stable establishment of
the gradient in 90 minutes by simple diffusion and raises
the problem of understanding how the gradient could be
formed. It has since inspired a number of models proposing
alternative mechanisms to simple diffusion of the Bcd
protein, including active [22] or advective [30] transport of
the Bicoid protein, or an underlying mRNA gradient [31].
The latter of these studies [31] revisited the dynamics and
redistribution of the bcd mRNA in the cortex, which in late
blastoderm embryos resemble the Bcd protein gradient,
and proposed that this bcd mRNA gradient could be
involved in the establishment of the Bcd protein gradient
[31]. Although these observations certainly call for a more
quantitative analysis at early stages, they raise the question
of understanding when and how this bcd mRNA gradient is
established and also leave open the possibility that it could
contribute to the steady maintenance of the Bcd protein
gradient from cycle 10 to cycle 14. Obviously, as none of
these models has been tested yet, the question of how
exactly the Bcd gradient is established remains largely open.
Precision of the Bicoid Response
Concerning the transcriptional response to the Bcd gradient,
two opposite models are recurrently proposed. On the one
hand, the rapid establishment of a precise Bcd concentra-
tion gradient [22] raises the question of to what extent the
Bcd protein itself could directly produce a precise response.
On the other hand, it is proposed that the initial response to
the Bcd gradient is not precise and that subsequent refine-
ment by feedback involving the Bcd target proteins them-
selves is required for this precision [32,33]. The most
intriguing feature of the Bcd response is that, while the Bcd
protein is distributed as a smooth gradient (Figure 1B),
expression domains of its target genes display fairly sharpposterior borders at nuclear cycle 14 (Figure 1C–E). These
sharp borders are also observed for a simple Bcd reporter
gene only containing a minimal promoter with three Bcd
DNA-binding sites and for a Gal4 reporter expressed from
an artificially produced Gal4-derived gradient (Figure 2) [21].
Assuming that these reporters correctly recapitulate en-
dogenous transcription, the sharp borders of their expres-
sion domains indicate that the transcriptional machinery
does not respond gradually to the Bcd gradient but instead
almost in an ON/OFF fashion, with clearly different responses
despite only small differences of Bcd concentration. As the
Bcd target genes contain in general more than a single
binding site for Bcd, it has been proposed that the formation
of these sharp borders results from a cooperative binding of
Bcd molecules to DNA [21,34,35]. Given the sharp border of
the synthetic lacZ reporter (Figure 2C), three strong binding
sites for Bcd are sufficient for this sharp response. It should
be noted that the natural boundary of the hb target gene
(which is more posterior than the border of the lacZ reporters)
is sharp at a lower concentration of Bcd. Therefore, the period
required for the Bcd protein to find its DNA binding site is
likely larger at these lower concentrations of Bcd. Thus, the
sharp response observed for hb (Figure 1D) requires either
a longer period to be established [34] and/or additional mech-
anisms involving posterior repressors [33].
The recent measurements of Bcd’s mobility [22] allowed
the estimation of the period required for nearby nuclei to
express different levels of the Hb protein, using a theoretical
model based on statistical mechanics assuming that the
limiting step of this process was the random arrival of Bcd
molecules at their DNA-binding sites [34]. Given the slow
mobility of Bcd, the period required for the system to
respond accurately was too long and not compatible with
the rapid development of the early fruit fly embryo. There-
fore, it was proposed that the initial transcriptional response
to Bcd is noisy and that the Bcd response is subsequently
refined to produce sharp borders of gene expression by
specific mechanisms, which do not directly involve Bcd
[34]. This study has since inspired models explaining how
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Figure 2. The precision and sharp borders of
Bcd target gene expression domains.
Bcd transcriptional activity is analyzed using
synthetic reporters and artificial gradients of
transcription factors. (A) A bcd3-lacZ trans-
gene places lacZ under the control of a naive
promoter containing three binding sites for
Bcd (Bcd BS). (B) In embryos carrying the
transgene, the Bcd protein binds to the three
Bcd binding sites and this leads to activation
of lacZ expression in an anterior domain de-
tected by in situ hybridization. (C) The position
of the posterior border of the lacZ expression
domain is sharp and precisely positioned
relative to the embryo length. (D) A transgenic
fly carrying both the UAS-lacZ transgene,
placing lacZ under the control of a naive
promoter containing UAS binding sites for
Gal4, and a transgene allowing maternal
expression and anterior anchoring of mRNAs
encoding the Gal4-3GCN4 transcriptional
activator. (E) This second transgene allows
expression, in a Bcd-like maternal gradient,
of the Gal4 DNA-binding domain fused to
three copies of the GCN4 activation domain.
The binding of Gal4-3GCN4 to the UAS
binding sites allows expression of lacZ. F:
lacZ expression activated by Gal4-3GCN4 is
detected by in situ hybridization. LacZ ex-
pression domain harbors a precisely posi-
tioned and a sharp posterior border (F). Data
in (C) and (F) were taken from [21].
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develops, including feedback and cross-regulation by the
proteins encoded by the Bcd target genes [33] or slow
mobility of these target proteins in the embryo [36]. However,
neither autoregulation nor the involvement of other tran-
scription factors are plausible explanations for the sharp
expression borders (Figure 2) of the synthetic reporters, as
these only contain binding sites for Bcd or Gal4 and no
binding sites for other transcription factors [21]. More impor-
tantly, the notion that the initial transcriptional response to
Bcd was noisy has emerged — assuming that the Bcd tran-
scriptional response was accurately measured by target
protein expression [33,34] — from a theoretical model based
on the slow mobility of the protein determined by FRAP [22].
Given that the response to Bcd has only been analyzed in
cycle 14 embryos, i.e. much after the initiation of zygotic
transcription, a direct analysis of the Bcd transcriptional
response at earlier cycles is lacking and will certainly shed
light on this question.
Positional Information Downstream of the Bicoid
Gradient
Even though increased bcd gene dosage in females shifts
the entire pattern of the embryo towards the posterior [4],
the question of whether the Bcd gradient is acting as a
morphogen is often debated. Importantly, the shift of the
expression domains of Bcd targets induced by increased
bcd dosage are coordinated and occur without interfering
with their order along the anterior-posterior axis [4,6]. This
indicates that the Bcd gradient provides positional informa-
tion along the axis in a dose-dependent manner and efforts
have been made to understand how this could be achieved.
As the Bcd protein encodes a DNA-binding transcription
factor, it was initially proposed that the thresholds of Bcd
concentration required for the expression of its target genesdepend on the number and on the affinity of Bcd binding
sites found in their regulatory regions [5,6]. However, it is
now clear that other elements in target gene promoters
and the integration of positive and negative transcriptional
inputs from proteins bound to these elements are major
determinants for the interpretation of positional information
along the anterior-posterior axis [37]. Proteins binding with
Bcd to regulatory regions of Bcd target genes include
Caudal, a major translational target of Bcd (Figure 3A), as
well as the gap-proteins Hb, Kru¨ppel, Knirps, Giant and their
downstream targets [37,38]. Most of the proteins binding
with Bcd in the regulatory regions of the Bcd target genes
are themselves Bcd target proteins. Therefore, an increase
in bcd gene dosage in females will not only increase Bcd
concentration in the embryo but it will also modify the
expression domains and the levels of expression of these
Bcd target proteins and this will contribute to coordinate
the shift of expression of most Bcd target genes along the
axis. Such a downstream cascade could therefore in part
explain how the system is able to respond by a coordinate
shift of the entire gene expression pattern without interfering
with their order along the axis.
Anterior Positional Information Independent of Bicoid
The coordinated shift of expression of the Bcd targets
observed upon an increase in bcd dosage is more difficult
to understand if some of the proteins binding with Bcd in
regulatory regions of its target genes are not themselves
Bcd targets. If a protein is not itself a Bcd target, its expres-
sion domain and its level of expression will not be modified
upon an increase in bcd gene dosage. Therefore, if this
protein is binding in the regulatory regions of some of the
Bcd target genes, and contributes differently to the expres-
sion of two given target genes, it remains possible that an
increase in the bcd gene dosage without a change in the
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Figure 3. Maternal contributions to anterior-posterior patterning.
Expression or activity of proteins represented by dashed lines is under
control of proteins represented by plain lines. In red, the Bicoid protein
is expressed as a concentration gradient along the anterior-posterior
axis of the embryo [22] and it inhibits the translation of the Caudal
protein in the anterior half, creating the concentration gradient of
Caudal (A) [8,9]. In blue, the Nanos protein, expressed as a posterior
to anterior gradient [48], represses translation of maternal Hunchback,
allowing its expression as an anterior-posterior gradient [49] (B). In
green, activation of the Torso receptor at the anterior pole represses
expression of the Bcd target genes at the anterior pole [39,50] (C).
The activation potential of Bcd is enhanced by its phosphorylation
by the Torso pathway [43] (D) and/or by the inhibition of ubiquitous
repressor [45] (E) such as Capicua (Cic) or Groucho (Gr), which are
repressed by Torso activation at the poles [46,47] (F).
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inversion of the expression domain of these two genes along
the axis. In this regard, two systems established indepen-
dently of Bcd and providing anterior information have been
described (Figure 3). The first system involves the maternal
contribution of the Hb protein, which is expressed in an ante-
rior-posterior gradient and repressed in the posterior by the
major posterior determinant and translational repressor
Nanos (Figure 3B) [13]. Most Bcd targets are also positively
regulated by maternal Hb and the presence of Hb-binding
sites in a Bcd-dependent promoter induces a posterior shift
of its expression domain [7]. This synergy between maternal
Hb and Bcd is important for anterior patterning but the fact
that it gives rise to the zygotic expression of hb itself has
obscured the role of maternal Hb in anterior patterning [7].
The second system providing anterior information indepen-
dently of Bcd is responsible for the formation of the terminal
structures of the embryo and is determined by the signal
transduction cascade acting downstream of the Torso
receptor tyrosine kinase. The interaction between Bcd and
Torso, revealed by the expression of the Bcd targets,
appears to be both antagonistic and synergic. First, activa-
tion of Torso represses expression of most Bcd targets at
the anterior pole (Figure 3C) [39]. The repression of hb,
induced by Torso at the anterior pole, has been shown to
mediate most terminal patterning of the non-segmented
part of the head [40]. Second, several studies have shown
that Torso activation induces a small shift of the expression
domains of Bcd targets towards the posterior [41–43]. This
synergy likely explains the partial rescue of the torso anterior
phenotype by increasing amounts of Bcd [44] and the mirrorimage expression of anterior Bcd targets in embryos ex-
pressing an almost flat gradient of Bcd [45]. At the molecular
level, the positive interaction between Bcd and Torso is only
partially dependent on phosphorylation of Bcd by the MAP-
kinase, the nuclear effector of Torso (Figure 3D) [43]. As
proposed recently [45], the synergy between Torso and
Bcd could also involve local posterior to anterior gradients
of ubiquitous maternal repressors (Figure 3E), such as those
known to be repressed by Torso activation at the poles
(Figure 3F) [46,47]. Whether this occurs by a direct inhibition
of Bcd activity or indirectly through the binding to DNA of
transcription factors regulated by these repressors has to
be clarified.Outlook
Quantitative approaches will allow determination of the
exact contribution of maternal Hb and the Torso cascade
to the Bcd thresholds required for target gene expression.
Importantly, the uneven distribution and activity of these
sources of positional information (Figure 3), with their highest
concentration/activity at the anterior pole gradually
decreasing towards the posterior pole, can explain why
they do not interfere with the order of expression of the
Bcd target genes along the anterior-posterior axis upon
increases in bcd dosage, and why the Bcd threshold
required for the expression of a given target gene could be
different, when artificially positioned elsewhere along the
axis, as for instance when increasing the bcd gene dosage
[20] or when modifying the shape of the Bcd and maternal
Hb gradients [45]. At the molecular, cellular and whole-
embryo levels, the Bcd protein is not functioning alone but
with many partners and this is not surprising. Is this a valid
reason for demoting it from its qualification of morphogen?
Bcd’s ability to provide positional information along the
axis in a dose-dependent manner makes it unique and how
this is achieved is really what we need to understand.
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